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Abstract
The positive matrix factorization problem is for a given positive matrix to determine
those factorizations of the given matrix as a product of two positive matrices for which
the space of the positive real numbers over which is factored has the lowest possible
dimension. Geometrically the problem is to embed a polyhedral cone in another
polyhedral cone which has as few spanning vectors as possible. It is proven that this
problem can be reduced to the search for an embedding in either an extremal polyhedral
cone or in a facet of the positive orthant. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to show how the positive matrix factorization
problem can be reduced to a search process involving extremal polyhedral
cones.
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Consider a positive matrix, say A 2 Rkm . A positive matrix factorization of
A is a tuple of two positive matrices, say B;C 2 Rkn  Rnm , such that
A  BC. The least integer n for which such a factorization exists is called the
positive rank of A and the corresponding factorization is called a minimal
positive matrix factorization. The problem is to determine the positive rank of a
positive matrix and to classify all minimal positive matrix factorizations.
Early references to this problem are [3,4,7–9], although in these references
attention is restricted to rather special matrices or factorizations. The problem
also arises in realization theory of positive linear systems, see [1,15]. The
positive matrix factorization problem was discussed extensively in [5].
The approach of this paper to the positive matrix factorization problem is
based on the concept of an extremal polyhedral cone which in turn is based on
the concept of a prime in the positive matrices. For primes in the positive
matrices see [10,12]. As is well known, positive matrices can be associated with
polyhedral cones in the positive orthant. A prime in the positive matrices may
then be associated with an extremal cone, see Section 3. The main result of the
paper is then that a polyhedral cone in the positive orthant can always be
embedded in either an extremal cone or in a facet of the positive orthant. Based
on this result, a search procedure for the positive rank of a matrix can be
formulated.
The results of this paper have previously been published in the Ph.D. thesis
of the author, see [14].
A summary of the contents of the paper follows. In Section 2 the problem is
formulated. Polyhedral cones, facets, and extremal cones are introduced in
Section 3. The relation between the positive matrix factorization problem and
extremal cones is described in Section 4. The embedding of a polyhedral cone
in an extremal cone is proven in Section 5. The search procedure for the
positive rank is described in Section 6. Results on positive linear dependence of
the columns of a positive matrix are established in Section 7.
2. Problem formulation
In this section notation is introduced and the problem is posed.
The set R  [0,+1) is called the set of positive real numbers. Denote by
Z  f1; 2; . . .g the set of positive integers, and let for n 2 Z; Zn  f1; . . . ; ng.
Denote the set of the natural numbers as N  f0; 1; 2; . . .g. Denote by Rn the
set of n-tuples of the positive real numbers. The set Rnm will be called the set of
positive matrices of size n by m. Note that Rn is not a vector space over R
because it does not admit an inverse with respect to addition. Therefore the
linear algebra for the vector space of n-tuples of the real numbers is not ap-
plicable.
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Definition 2.1. A 2 Rkm for k;m 2 Z. If A  0, the positive rank of A is de-
fined to be 0. The positive rank of the matrix A 6 0 is defined as the least in-
teger n 2 Z for which there exists a factorization
A  BC 1
with B 2 Rkn and C 2 Rnm . Let pos-rank(A) denote this integer.
A positive matrix factorization of A is any factorization of A of the form (1)
for arbitrary n 2 N . A minimal positive matrix factorization of A is any posi-
tive matrix factorization of A in which n pos-rank(A).
The concept of positive rank is used in [3,5,8,9], where it is called non-neg-
ative rank.
Problem 2.2. Let A 2 Rkm . Determine the positive rank of A and all minimal
positive matrix factorizations of this matrix.
A related problem is the following.
Problem 2.3. Let H 2 Rkm , A 2 Rkn , B 2 Rnm such that H  AB. Give nec-
essary and sucient conditions on A and B for the factorization H  AB to be
minimal.
It is known that for positive matrices in Rkm with minfk;mg6 3 the positive
rank equals the ordinary rank over R. Also for matrices A 2 Rkm with
rank(A)6 2, the rank and the positive rank coincide. But there exist positive
matrices for which the positive rank is strictly larger than the ordinary rank. In
general
pos-rankAB6 minfpos-rankA; pos-rankBg:
For the determination of the positive system rank no complete solution is
known. Cohen and Rothblum [5, Section 5] refer for an algorithm to a result in
logic by Renegar [11] which states that an algorithm exists that will terminate
in a finite number of steps. However, no specific algorithm is provided. In this
paper an explicit procedure and theoretical results for this procedure are pre-
sented to determine the positive rank of a matrix. This procedure can also be
used to determine a positive matrix factorization.
3. Polyhedral cones and positive matrices
For later use concepts and results for polyhedral cones from [15] are pre-
sented in this section.
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Definition 3.1. A subset of C of Rk is called a convex cone if the following two
conditions hold:
1. v1, v2 2 C implies v1  v2 2 C,
2. v 2 C and k 2 R, imply kv 2 C.
For a set S  Rk, define by CS the set consisting of all finite nonnegative
linear combinations of elements of S. The set CS is said to be generated or
spanned by S. It is easy to see that CS is a convex cone. Therefore one writes
coneS rather than CS.
A convex cone C is said to be a polyhedral cone if it is spanned by a finite
number of vectors, say v1; v2; . . . ; vn 2 Rk. In this case these vectors are said to
form the spanning set of C.
It can be shown that a set C  Rk is a polyhedral cone if and only if there
exist an n 2 Z and an A 2 Rkn such that
C  fAx 2 Rk j x 2 Rng:
Definition 3.2. A finite set of vectors in Rk, say fv1; . . . ; vmg  Rk, is said to be
positively dependent if there exists an i 2 Zm such that vi can be written as a non-




kjvj; in which kj 2 R:
It is said to be positively independent otherwise.
Definition 3.3. A finite set of vectors fv1; . . . ; vmg  Rk (non-empty, not all
zero), is said to be a frame of the polyhedral cone C  Rk (1) the set
fv1; . . . ; vmg is positively independent and (2) the set spans the cone C. The
integer m is said to be the size of the frame. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k. Denote the set
of polyhedral cones in Rk with a frame of size m as
Ck;m  fC  Rk j C is polyhedral cone; with a frame of m vectorsg:
The following definition comes from [6]. We need it for Definition 4.2. A
related definition may be found in [13].
Definition 3.4. Let C be a polyhedral cone in Rk of dimension m. Then C
contains one m-facet, itself, and no r-facets for r > m. If r < m, then F is an r-
facet of C if (1) F is a subcone of an (r  1)-facet G; (2) F  oG; (3) no subcone
of G contained in oG properly contains F; (4) F 6 ;. Denote by Fr(C) the set
of r-facets of C.
The above mentioned terms are related to positive matrices as follows.
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Definition 3.5. A positive matrix M 2 Rnn is said to be a monomial matrix if
every row and every column contains exactly one strictly positive element.
Definition 3.6. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k. A positive matrix A 2 Rkm is said to be
part of a monomial in Rkk if there exists a B Rkkÿm such that A B is a
monomial in Rkk . A positive matrix D 2 Rmk is also said to be part of a
monomial if DT is part of a monomial as defined above.
It follows that A is part of a monomial if and only if A contains exactly one
strictly positive element in every column and at most one strictly element in
every row, or A contains at most one strictly positive element in every column
and exactly one strictly positive element in every row. At this point a relation
can be presented between facets of Rk and matrices that are parts of a mo-
nomial.
Proposition 3.7 [15, Proposition 3.15]. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k and A 2 Rkm .
Then cone(A) is an m-facet of Rk if and only if A is part of a monomial.
4. Positive matrix factorization
In this section the problem of positive matrix factorization is related to the
concept of an extremal cone, a sucient condition for the positive rank is
provided, and, in a particular case, the classification of all minimal positive
matrices is proven.
Definition 4.1. The positive matrix A 2 Rkm is called strictly factorizable if
there exists a positive matrix factorization of the form (1), with n6 minfk;mg,
in which neither B nor C is part of a monomial.
It follows that a matrix A 2 Rkm is not strictly factorizable if and only if any
factorization of the form (1), with n6 minfk;mg, is such that either B or C is
part of a monomial.
Define on Ck;m an order relation by inclusion of cones. The notion of ext-
remal cone is defined below.
Definition 4.2. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k. A cone in Ck;m is said to be an extremal
cone if it is a maximal element in Ck;m nFmRk with respect to the order re-
lation, denote
CEk;m  fC 2 Ck;m nFm Rk
ÿ  j C extremal coneg:
Note that Rk is the only maximal element in Ck;k, and Fk R
k

ÿ   fRkg.
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Proposition 4.3 [15, Proposition. 5.6]. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k and A 2 Rkm . Then
cone(A) 2 CEk;m if and only if A is not strictly factorizable and not part of a
monomial.
The relation between positive matrices and extremal cones is presented be-
low, using the following extension of prime matrices. Primes were first men-
tioned in [12]. For more details on primes and monomials, see [2,10].
Definition 4.4. A prime in the set of positive matrices is a positive matrix
A 2 Rnn such that
1. A is not a monomial matrix;
2. if A  BC with B;C 2 Rnn , then either B or C is a monomial matrix.
Proposition 4.5 [15, Proposition. 5.4]. Let k 2 Z and A 2 Rkk . Then
coneA 2 CEk;k if and only if A is a prime in the positive matrices.
With the examples of primes in the positive matrices, the reader can now
construct examples of extremal cones. No characterization is known of ext-
remal polyhedral cones in CEk;m with m < k in terms of a subset of the positive
matrices.
For facets of Rk and extremal cones, the positive rank can easily be deter-
mined.
Proposition 4.6 [15, Proposition. 5.7]. Let k;m 2 Z, m6 k and A 2 Rkm . If
cone(A) 2 CEk;m [Fm Rk
ÿ 
, then pos-rankA  m.
At this point Problem 2.2 can be solved for not strictly factorizable matrices.
Theorem 4.7. Let k;m 2 Z and assume that A 2 Rkm is not strictly factorizable.
Then pos-rankA  minfk;mg. Assume, without loss of generality, that k P m.
Then any minimal positive matrix factorization is given by one of the two fol-
lowing forms:
1. A  MC; with M 2 Rkm ; C 2 Rmm ,
in which M is part of a monomial. Moreover, C is a prime in Rmm if and only
if A is not part of a monomial, otherwise C is a monomial. This form can only
occur if A contains exactly k ÿ m zero rows.
2. A  BN ; with B 2 Rkm ; N 2 Rmm ,
in which N is a monomial. Moreover, cone(B) 2 CEk;m if and only if A is not
part of a monomial, otherwise it is m-facet of Rk.
In both cases, coneA 2 CEk;m if and only if A is not part of a monomial,
otherwise it is an m-facet of Rk.
Proof. Assume A 2 Rkm is not strictly factorizable. If k < m, AT 2 Rmk can be
considered instead of A. So, without loss of generality, it is assumed that
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k P m. Then from Proposition 4.6 it follows that pos-rank(A)minfk;mg.
Since A is not strictly factorizable, any positive matrix factorization must have
one of forms given in the theorem. Moreover, if the factorization is of the form
1 and C is prime in Rmm , then it follows that A  MC is not part of a mo-
nomial. Conversely, if C is not prime, then either C is a monomial, in which
case A is part of a monomial, or C  EG with neither E 2 Rmm nor G 2 Rmm a
monomial. In the latter case, A can strictly be factorized in ME and G, neither
of which is part of a monomial. This contradicts the fact that A is not strictly
factorizable. So if A is not part of a monomial, then C is prime. If A is part of a
monomial, then it is evident that C is a monomial.
On the other hand, if the factorization is of form 2, then cone(A) cone(B).
From Proposition 4.3 it follows that cone(B)2 CEk;m if and only if A is not part
of a monomial. If A is part of a monomial, then it follows from Proposition 3.7
that cone(B) cone(A) is an m-facet of Rk. The last statement of the theorem
follows from Propositions 4.3 and 3.7. 
For more general matrices it is not that trivial to determine the positive rank
and the minimal positive matrix factorizations. The problem can be reduced to
the problem of finding extremal cones as described in the Section 5.
5. Embedding in an extremal cone
In this section it is proved that any polyhedral cone can be embedded in
either a facet or in an extremal cone.
First notation is introduced. For x 2 Rn define
Zx  fi 2 Zn j xi  0g;
#Zx  number of elements in Zx;
Nx  fi 2 Zn j xi > 0g:
For B 2 Rkm let
# ~ZB  number of zero entries in B:
Note that Z stands for zero.
For a matrix A 2 Rkn, write A  a1; . . . ; an , with ai 2 Rk. Then
# ~ZA Pni1 #Zai. For a positive matrix factorization B  DE, with
B;D 2 Rkn and E 2 Rnn , the following proposition presents a relation between
the number of zeros in the columns of B and the columns of D.
Proposition 5.1. Assume B;D 2 Rkn and E 2 Rnn satisfy B  DE. Let
pos-rankB  n. Then there exists a permutation r of Zn such that
#ZdiP #Z bri
ÿ 
for all i 2 Zn:
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for all r 2 Zk. The matrix E contains neither zero columns nor zero rows. In-
deed, suppose there exists an i 2 Zn such that eji  0 for all j 2 Zn, then bi  0,
which contradicts pos-rank(B)  n. On the other hand, suppose there exists an
i 2 Zn such that eij  0 for all j 2 Zn, then B  ~D ~E, with ~D 2 Rknÿ1 is D
without the ith column and ~E 2 Rnÿ1n is E without the ith row. This again
contradicts pos-rank(B)  n.
It follows that E contains neither zero columns nor zero rows, so a per-
mutation r of Zn can be found such that eiri > 0 for all i 2 Zn. From (2) it
follows that, if there exists a j 2 Zk such that bjri  0, then dji  0, so for all
i 2 Zn, Z bri
ÿ   Z di , hence #Z briÿ 6#Z di . 
Using the above proposition, it can be proved that a positive matrix with
maximal positive rank can be factorized such that the number of zeros in-
creases. This is stated in Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 5.2. Assume B 2 Rkn , k P n, is strictly factorizable and
pos-rankB  n. Then there exist B2 2 Rkn and C2 2 Rnn such that B  B2C2,
with # ~ZB2 > # ~ZB.
Proof. Because B is strictly factorizable, B can be written as B  DE with
E 2 Rnn not a monomial and D 2 Rkn . Let B  b1; . . . ; bn  and
D  d1; . . . ; dn . Suppose dj 2 cone(B), for all j 2 Zn, then it follows that
coneD  coneB. But since E is not a monomial, coneD)coneB. Hence
there exists a j 2 Zn such that dj 62 coneB.
With the proof of Proposition 5.1 there exists a permutation r of Zn such
that eiri > 0 for all i 2 Zn and #ZdiP #Z bri
ÿ 
. Now for a pair brj; dj
ÿ 
, for
which dj 62 coneB, consider
Xjt  brj ÿ t brj
ÿ ÿ djejrj for t 2 R:
Define tj  maxft 2 R j Xjt 2 Rkg and ~dj  Xjtj= tjejrj
ÿ 









Because dj 62 coneB, there exists an i 2 Zn n fjg such that eirj > 0. Hence
brj ÿ djejrj 
Pn
i1;i 6j dieirj 2 Rn is not equal to the zero vector. Now
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and it follows that maxft 2 R j XjtP 0g exists. Note that tj P 1, since
Xj1  djejrj 2 Rk. Moreover, Z ~dj
ÿ   Z Xjtjÿ )Z brjÿ , so #Z ~djÿ  >
#Z brj
ÿ 




brj  Xj tj
ÿ  tj Xn
i1;i6j




so brj 2 cone d1; . . . ; djÿ1; ~dj; dj1; . . . ; dn
ÿ 
. From Eqs. (3) and (4) it follows
that




















dieir  djejr 
Xn
i1;i6j









with eir  tjÿ1ejrj eirjejr P 0, since tj P 1, so also
br 2 cone d1; . . . ; djÿ1; ~dj; dj1; . . . ; dn
 
for all r 2 Zn:
Defining B2  d1; . . . ; djÿ1 ~dj dj1; . . . ; dn
ÿ 
and C2  cir ni;r1, with
cir 
tjeir if i  j or r  rj;
eir  tjÿ1ejrj eirjejr otherwise;
(
it follows that B  B2C2, with B2 2 Rkn and C2 2 Rnn . Now












and for i 6 j, #ZdiP #Z bri
ÿ 
. 
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Remark 5.3. In the proof only dj has been changed into ~dj, but in practice the
procedure to change di into ~di can be followed for all di 62 coneB step by step:
let di; dj 62 coneB, for i 6 j. First change dj into ~dj, and form B2;C2 accord-
ingly, as described above. Then change di into ~di, and form B3 and C3 in the
same way as above, taking in the formulas ~dj instead of dj and cpr instead of epr.
Proposition 5.4. Consider A 2 Rkm , with pos-rankA  n. If ASR with
S 2 Rkn , R 2 Rnm , then pos-rankS  pos-rankR  n.
Proof. Let A  SR, with S 2 Rkn , R 2 Rnm . Then pos-rankS6 minfk; ng  n
and pos-rankR6 minfn;mg  n, in which the equality follows from
n  pos-rankA6 minfk;mg. On the other hand
n  pos-rankA  pos-rankSR6 minfpos-rankS;pos-rankRg;
so pos-rank(S) pos-rank(R) n. 
Now the main theorem of this section can be stated. It presents a minimal
positive matrix factorization of A  BF such that coneB 2 CEk;m [Fn Rk
ÿ 
.
It can be seen as the converse of Proposition 4.6.
Theorem 5.5. Consider A 2 Rkm . If pos-rankA  n, then there exist B 2 Rkn
and F 2 Rnm such that ABF and cone(B) 2 CEk;n [Fn Rk
ÿ 
.
Proof. Because pos-rank(A)  n, there exist B1 2 Rkn and F1 2 Rnm such that
A  B1F1.
1. Suppose B1 is not strictly factorizable. Let B1  DE with D 2 Rkn and
E 2 Rnn . Then either D is part of a monomial, in which case
cone(D)2Fn Rk
ÿ 
, or E is a monomial, in which case cone(B1)
cone(D)2 CEk;n. This follows from Proposition 4.3.
2. Suppose B1 is strictly factorizable. From Proposition 5.4 it follows that
pos-rank(B1)  n, and with Proposition 5.2, B1 can be written as
B1  B2F2, with # ~ZB2 > # ~ZB1. In general, pos-rank(Bi)  n, and if Bi
is strictly factorizable, Bi can be written as
Bi  Bi1Fi1 with # ~Z Bi1  > # ~Z Bi : 5
Moreover, # ~Z ~Bi
ÿ 
6 knÿ n, since every column of Bi has to contain at least one
strictly positive entry. It follows that after a finite number of factorizations of
the form (5), a matrix Br can be found for which Br cannot be factorized in the
form (5), so Br is not strictly factorizable. Now for Br go to 1 above, so there
exist D 2 Rkn and E 2 Rnn such that Br  DE and coneD 2 Ek;n [FnRk.
For B  D and F  EFrFrÿ1; . . . ; F2F1 the theorem holds. Note that also pos-
rankB  n. 
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6. The search for the positive rank and for all minimal positive factorizations
The problem of the determination of the positive rank of a positive matrix
can now be reduced to a search procedure. Let A 2 Rkm with m6 k and
n pos-rank(A). It follows from Theorem 5.5 that there exists a polyhedral
cone J 2 CEk;n [FnRk such that
coneA  J :
However, there may also exist a n1 2 Z with n < n1 and a
J1 2 CEk;n1 [Fn1Rk such that cone(A)  J1. If the value n pos-rank(A) is
not known then it must be determined by a search procedure. Note that
n pos-rank(A) can vary over the set
frankA; rankA  1; . . . ;mÿ 1;mg  N :
The following procedure is now motivated.
Procedure 6.1. The search for the positive rank of a positive matrix.
Let A 2 Rkm ; m6 k. For n rank(A), rankA  1; . . . ;mÿ 1;m; search for
a polyhedral cone J 2 CEk;n [FnRk such that cone(A)  J . The lowest n for
which such a J can be found is the positive rank of A.
Procedure 6.1 uses facets and extremal cones. The search over the facets
FnRk is relatively simple, there are only a finite number of these facets. The
search over the extremal cones in CEk;n is the main problem. In the case of
extremal cones in CEn;n a characterization is provided by Proposition 4.5,
coneA 2 CEn;n i A is a prime in the positive matrices. However, only a few
subsets of the primes in the positive matrices have been characterized by an-
alytic expressions, see [10]. The search can then be carried out by searching for
a feasible point over the analytic expression of the class of primes in the pos-
itive matrices. However, there is no characterization of the extremal cones in
CEk;n with n < k. The search procedure remains in the end a combinatorial
problem which is not so surprising. Therefore, the procedure is currently of
limited usefulness to the search of the positive rank.
7. Positive linear dependence
In this section results are presented for positive linear dependence of col-
umns in a matrix containing a not strict factorizable submatrix.
First a selector matrix is introduced. For P 2 Rkm , containing k ÿ n P 0
zero rows, let G 2 Rnm consist of the nonzero rows r1; . . . ; rn of P. Define the
selector matrix
SR  er1 ; . . . ; ern T 2 Rnk 6
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in which ei is the ith unit vector of Rk. Then it follows that G  SRP and
STR G  STR SRP  P . If P  XY , for X 2 Rkm and Y 2 Rmm , with the property
that row i in X is zero if row i in P is zero, then SRX has no zero rows and
STR SRX  X . Note that STR A, with SR 2 Rnk and A 2 Rnm, results in a matrix
with k ÿ n zero rows and the rows of A.
The following proposition lists some properties of matrices having maximal
positive rank and of matrices that are not strictly factorizable.
Proposition 7.1. Let P 2 Rkm ; k P m:
(a) If pos-rankP   m and P  XY with X 2 Rkm ; Y 2 Rmm ; then Y con-
tains no zero rows.
(b) Let pos-rankP   m and P  XY with X 2 Rkm ; Y 2 Rmm . Row i in P is
zero if and only if row i in X is zero.
(c) Assume P contains k ÿ m zero rows. P is not strictly factorizable if and
only if SRP is either a prime or a monomial.
Proof. (a) Assume pos-rankP   m and let P  XY in which
X 2 Rkm ; Y 2 Rmm . If Y is a monomial, Y contains no zero rows, by defini-
tion. So, suppose Y is not a monomial and row j of Y is zero. Let X1 be X after
deletion of column j and let Y1 be Y after deletion of row j. Then P  X1Y1 with
X1 2 Rkmÿ1 ; Y1 2 Rmÿ1m , so pos-rankP 6mÿ 1, which contradicts the
assumption. It follows that Y contains no zero rows.
(b) Assume pos-rankP   m and let P  XY with X 2 Rkm ; Y 2 Rmm .
(() Follows immediately.




XirYrt  0 for all t 2 Zm:
Then XirYrt  0 for all r; t 2 Zm, since X and Y are positive matrices. Suppose
row i in X is not zero, i.e., there exists a j 2 Zm such that Xij 6 0. Then Yjt  0
for all t 2 Zm. It follows that row j of Y is zero. But from a. it follows that Y
contains no zero rows. This contradicts the assumption, so row i of X is zero.
(c) Assume P contains k ÿ m zero rows.
) Assume P is not strictly factorizable. Suppose SRP is neither a prime nor
a monomial. Then there exist X ; Y 2 Rmm such that SRP  XY and neither X
nor Y is a monomial. But
P  STR SRP  STR XY :
Since X is not a monomial, STR X is not part of a monomial. Because also Y is
not a monomial, P turns out to be strictly factorizable, which is a contradic-
tion. So SRP is either a prime or a monomial.
() First assume that SRP is a monomial. Then STR SRP  P is part of a
monomial, so not strictly factorizable. On the other hand, assume SRP is a
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prime. Then pos-rank(SRP   m, so also pos-rankP   m. Suppose P is strictly
factorizable. Then there exist X 2 Rkm and Y 2 Rmm such that P  XY and
neither X is part of a monomial nor Y is a monomial. Then
SRP  SRXY :
Since pos-rankP  m, it follows from b that row i in P is zero if and only if
row i in X is zero. Hence X  STR SRX . Since SRP is prime and Y is not a mo-
nomial, SRX must be a monomial, so X  STR SRX is part of a monomial, which
is a contradiction. So P is not strictly factorizable. 
The following proposition shows, for columns in a matrix, a positive linear
dependence on the foregoing columns of that matrix.
Proposition 7.2. Let P 2 Rrs ; Q 2 Rrt ; R 2 Rns ; and S 2 Rnt , with P not
strictly factorizable and r P s. Let




Then pos-rankH  s if and only if at least one of the following conditions is
satisfied:








2. P Q  contains exactly r ÿ s zero rows and there exists a B 2 Rns such that
R S   B SRP SRQ ;
for the selector matrix SR 2 Rsr of P Q .
Proof. (() P is not strictly factorizable, so it follows from Proposition 4.7 that











so pos-rankH6 s. Suppose pos-rankH  s1 < s, then there exist matrices
X1 2 Rrs1 ; Y1 2 Rs1s ; X2 2 Rns1 ; and Y2 2 Rs1t such that







But then P  X1Y1; i.e., pos-rankP 6 s1, contradicting pos-rankP  s. So
pos-rankH  s.
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Now assume P Q  contains exactly r ÿ s zero rows and assume there exists
a matrix B 2 Rns such that R S   B SRP SRQ , with SR 2 Rsr the selector














so pos-rankH6 s. But with the same reasoning as above, pos-rankH¥ s. It
follows that pos-rankH  s.
) Assume pos-rankH  s, so there exist X 2 Rrns and Y 2 Rsst




; Y  Y1 Y2 ;
with X1 2 Rrs ; Y1 2 Rss ; X2 2 Rns ; and Y2 2 Rst , it follows that P  X1Y1.
Since P is not strictly factorizable, either X1 is part of a monomial or Y1
is a monomial. Suppose Y1 is a monomial, then Y ÿ11 2 Rss . Then P  X1Y1
and R  X2Y1 imply, respectively, X1  PY ÿ11 and X2  RY ÿ11 . Now








with A  Y ÿ11 Y2 2 Rst :
On the other hand, suppose X1 is part of a monomial, so X1 contains r ÿ s
zero rows. Then P Q   X1Y contains at least r ÿ s zero rows. From Propo-
sition 7.1. (b) it follows that P contains exactly r ÿ s zero rows, so also P Q 
contains exactly r ÿ s zero rows. For X1, define SR 2 Rsr as in (6), then
SRX1 2 Rss is a monomial and SRX1ÿ1 2 Rss . Now SRP  SRX1Y1 and
SRQ  SRX1Y2 imply respectively Y1  SRX1ÿ1SRP and Y2  SRX1ÿ1SRQ; and
therefore R  X2Y1  X2SRX1ÿ1SRP and S  X2Y2  X2SRX1ÿ1SRQ. It follows
that R S   B SRP SRQ  with B  X2SRX1ÿ1 2 Rns . 
Remark 7.3. The proposition remains valid if the restriction r P s is deleted.
For r < s, apply the proposition to HT, since pos-rankH T  pos-rankH for
all H 2 Rrs and all r; s 2 Z.
Corollary 7.4. Let P T  P 2 Rnn ; Q 2 Rnm , and ST  S 2 Rmn , with P either
a prime or a monomial. Let




Then pos-rankH  n if and only if there exists a B 2 Rmn such that
QT S   B P Q .
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Note that Proposition 7.2 and Corollary 7.4 are in general not true in the
case P is strictly factorizable. Take for example.








in which P is strictly factorizable. Indeed, pos-rankH  2, but neither 1 nor 2
in Proposition 7.2 is satisfied.
8. Concluding remarks
The positive matrix factorization problem has been treated using the con-
cept of an extremal polyhedral cone. The main result is that a polyhedral cone
that represents a positive matrix can always be embedded in an external cone
that is characterized by a strictly nonfactorizable matrix. Based on this result a
search procedure for the positive rank of a positive matrix has been defined.
Finally results have been presented on the positive linear dependence of col-
umns in a positive matrix which contains a not strictly factorizable submatrix.
Further work is required on the search algorithm for the positive rank.
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